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I. INTRODUCTION 
By a Neutral Functional Differential Equation (N.F.D.E.) or Hereditary 
Functional Differential Equation we mean an equation in which the rate 
of change of a system, z?(t), at time t is determined almost everywhere by the 
values of x and 3i over some past interval of time (we will assume the past: 
interval of time is finite). It will be assumed that x(t) is a member of En, 
Euclidean n-space with the standard norm denoted by 1 * I. Basic to the 
successful analysis of these systems is the proper choice of a topological space 
for solutions and this choice is dependent upon the particular problem. 
The selection is usually motivated by a desire to give the solutions as much 
structure as possible. The most basic concern here is the continuity of solu- 
tions with respect to initial conditions and parameters. It turns out that: the 
Sobolev spaces W~‘([u, b], En) with norm I( x l/&,al = [ ~(a)/ + [Ji ( R(0)(P dB]l/” 
(see [5, pp. 48-501) are a natural choice. The reason is quite simply that the 
number and location of discontinuities of R are not important in determining 
convergence. Driver [l] gives many examples in support of the choice of 
these spaces. 
We now proceed to a more precise formulation of the initial value problem 
for N.F.D.E.‘s. Let R denote the space of real numbers. Let Y and a be given 
positive numbers and suppose (0, 4) E Q, an open connected subset of 
R x W;'([-T, 01, E"). If x is in WF)([o - Y, u + a], En) then x is also a 
member of C”([a - r, (T + a], En), the space of continuous functions with 
norm II x ll&,o+a~ = s~p~~[~-~,~+~l / x(e)/, and 3i is a member of the space of 
Lebesgue integrable functions from [Q - r, o + a] into Es denoted 
L,([o - T, D + a], Em). Let xt (or n,) for t E [u, c + a] denote the restriction 
*This work was supported in part under Task Order NASl-9461-8 (NASA/ 
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of x (or 2) to the interval [t - Y, t], i.e., x,(d) = ~(t + 8) (01 Z&(S) = 3i(t + 0)) 
for 0 E E-Y, 01. Suppose f is a function with domain 
D C R x C”([-r, 0], E”) x I&([+, 0], En) 
and range in En such that for any two numbers a < b and functions x and y 
defined on [a - Y, b] satisfying (t, xc), (t, yd E s2 for t E [a, 61 we have 
(t, xt , yt) E D for almost every t E [a, b] and [Ja j f(~, x, r yJ\a ds]l/” is finite. 
This assumption is intended to rule out equations like g(t) = C?(O) for t > 0. 
Such equations do not have meaning in our setting. We are now in a position 
to state the initial value problem. 
Initial value problem. Given (u, 4) EL’, find a constant 01 > 0 and an 
absolutely continuous function x such that (t, XJ E 52 for t E [a, 0 -+ a] and 
(i) k(t) = f(t, X* , &) almost everywhere on t E [CT, 1~ + CX], 
(ii) X, = $I. (1.1) 
It should be noted that (t, XJ defines a continuous curve in Sz. 
In section II we will give conditions on f which will ensure that the initial 
value problem has a local solution for each (o, c#) in Q. We will also discuss the 
problem of continuation of this solution. Section III deals with continuous 
dependence of solutions and applications of the theory. 
PI. EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS AND CONTINUATION OF SOLUTIONS 
We will first investigate the existence and uniqueness of solutions. Instead 
of stating conditions in terms of the function f which has range in En it is of 
considerable advantage to consider the related operator F defined by 
where 
and 4 is defined by $o = $ and 4(t) = 4(O) for t E [Oo, oj. Note that if O( and A 
are small enough then (t + U, r), + &) and (t + (r, St + 4,) are in D for 
t E [O,CL] and henceF(T, 5; CT, (b) E H$)([--r, 0;1, En). Alsoy E EV~l([-~, a], EN) 
satisfies y = F(y, y; (r, $) if and only if x(t) = y(t - 13) +&t - u), 
t E [U - Y, u + a] satisfies (I .l). Thus finding solutions to (1.1) is equivalent 
to finding fixed points of the operator in (2.1). In the proof of our theorems we 
will need the following result: 
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TECHNICAL LEMMA. I$ H : K -+ W~)([O, CL], En), where K is a compact 
subset of Co, is continuous in the relative topology on K then for any E > 0 there 
exists an 01’ E (0, a) such that 11 H(q)ll&rI < 6 for all 9 E K. 
Proof. For any E > 0 and any p E: K, H continuous in the relative 
topology implies that there exists a(~, ‘p) > 0 such that for .# E S(E, q) n K, 
where s(w) = {P’ E Co: lld - dl” < 8(w)h we have IIW+H(dll~.,ll < 4. 
The neighborhoods S(E, p1) form an open covering of K. Since K is compact 
there is a finite number of p’s, say pe (k = l,..., m), such that u”,, S(B, pk) 
covers K. Now look at the functions gk(c8) = jl H(4)lc)jlg,a*l, K = l,..., m. 
Clearly g-*(&k) -+ 0 as a* -+ 0 and so there exists an 01’ E (0, a) such that 
g*(d) < 42, h = l,..., m. Now take an arbitrary 9 E K. Then 9 G S(E, q+) 
for some 1 and so we have 
which is the desired result. 
EXISTENCE-UNIQUENESS THEOREM. Suppose that for any point (0, IJJ) E Q 
there exist constants a: > 0 and A > 0 such that (i) F(q, -; u, q~) is a contrac- 
tion on Bol,A with contraction constant independent of 7 E B,,A and (ii) for each 
rj E Ba,A F(*, +; (r, v) is continuous with respect to the relative Co topology on 
B,,, then there exists an a > 0 such that (1.1) has a solution on [a, o + a] 
through (a, v). Suppose for condition (ii) we substitute (iii) for each I,!J E B,,, 
there exists an increasing function K defined on [0, a] with K(0) = 0 such that 
F( *, $; cr, v) is Lipschitxian on B,**, (in the relative Co topology) with Lipschitx 
constant K(ol’). Then the solution is unique. 
Note 1. In terms of the function f, the contraction condition on F becomes: 
There exist ct > 0, A > 0, and /3 E [0, 1) such that 
< ,G [Ii 1 z,@(s) - $2(s)], ds]“’ for all 7, #l, #” E Ba,A. 
Note 2. Condition (ii) of the theorem has the equivalent formulation: 
There exist constants OL > 0 and A > 0 such that for any E > 0 and 
n,# E B,., there corresponds a 6 > 0 such that 
provided 1 T’(S) - q(s)/ < 6 for s E [0, ~1, 7’ E Brr,A . 
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Note 3. Condition (iii) has the equivalent form: 
For # E B,,, there exists an increasing function K defined on [O, a] with 
K(0) = 0 such that 
< KWII $ - 72 ll&,a,~ for all Al, q2 E Ba,.*, 01’ E[O, a] 
In Section III we will see how these conditions are satisfied for some 
specific examples. 
Proof (Existence). We will apply fixed point theorem l.lB [see appendix] 
to the operator F composed with the operator Q defined by Q(p) = p for 
q~ E BolaA . Certainly the operator Q is completely continuous on B,,, .I 
Choose a, A, j3 (the uniform contraction constant) as in the hypothesis of 
the theorem. Using the previous lemma (H(q) = F(q 0; G, pi)) choose 
01’ E (0, a] so that 01’ < 1 and 11 F(y, 0; u, y)jf& < A(1 - fl). Let r = Bar,A .
For T,[ E r we have 
Condition (i) says that F is a contraction in its second variable uniformly on 
Q(r) = I’ and condition (ii) implies that F is continuous in its first variable 
in the relative Co topology on Q(r). The fixed point theorem implies the 
existence of a 5 E I’ such that 4 = F(Q({), 5; (T, y). Therefore, x(t) = 
{(t - 0) + @(t - D) is the desired solution. 
(UnzqUeness) Clearly condition (iii) implies condition (ii) and so we must 
only show that the solution is unique on a sufficiently small interval. Suppose q 
and 5 are both soIutions of q = F(Q(q), q; o, cp), 7, 5 E Wp)([--Y, a], E”). 
Then for 01’ small enough we have v, 1; E B,*,, and hence 
If 01’ is chosen sufficiently small we have a contradiction. 
1 The operator Q is the imbedding operator from &,A as a subset of the Sobolev 
space W$‘([ -9, CL], En) into Be,.4 as a subset of the space of continuous functions and 
hence is completely continuous. 
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Note. If we consider the ordinary differential equation x(t) = h(t, x(t)) 
where h satisfies the Caratheodory conditions on a domain D of Rn+l, then 
the conditions of the theorem are satisfied (for any p). A similar statement 
is true in the case of retarded functional differential equations. Therefore the 
above theorem is a natural generalization of previous results. 
For completeness we will state the pertinent theorems for continuation 
of solutions to (1.1). Details of the proofs appear in [3]. 
CONTINUATION THEOREM 1. S pp u use that through every point (a, y) of $2 
thee exists a local solution to (1.1). If x(a, 9) is a noncontinmzble solution (us& 
sense) of (1.1) on [a, b) then for any closed bounded set U C D there exists an 
s E [a, b) such that (t, x,(a, 9))) 6 Ufor t G [s, b). 
This is a rather trivial observation since /j x(a, PD)J/&~,~~ is monotone, 
increasing and hence if it is uniformly bounded for 7 IS [a, b) it must have a 
limit. If this is the case then lim,,,- x(a, v)(t) = x(a, p)(b) exists. If xt(a, p) 
did not leave and stay out of U we would have (b, xb(a, rp)) E UC D which is 
a contradiction. If )j x(a, ~)jj$,-~,~~ is unbounded on [a, b) then the monotonicity 
is enough to conclude that it must leave and stay out of every closed bounded 
set U. 
Notice that this theorem is independent of the function f and could be 
proved as well for any function x which is absolutely continuous on the open 
interval [u - r, b) with )I xt $-r,ol defined for t E [a, b). 
This continuation theorem makes the problem deceptively easy. When 
dealing with equations of the retarded type the problem of the solution 
staying out of closed bounded sets appears to be more difficult. Due to the 
difference in topologies, what is meant by staying out of a closed bounded 
set is quite different in the two cases. For retarded functional differential 
equations we consider closed bounded sets in R x Co and as a result a solution 
can have an unbounded derivative and still remain in a bounded set. Therefore 
it is possible for a solution to oscillate and have no limit at a particular point. 
A more interesting question to ask relative to the continuation of a neutral 
equation is the following. What restrictions on f are sufficient to insure that 
for any subset U C L? which is closed and bounded in the R x Co topology, 
and any noncontinuable solution x on [a, b) there exists a constant tU E [a, b) 
such that (t, xt) $ U for t E [tu , b) ? 
CONTINUATION THEOREM 2. Let ~2 be an open connected subset of 
R x W~)([--T, 01, E*). Suppose that for each subset UC Q which is closed 
and bounded in the R x Co topology there exists a constant a( 7.J) > 0 such that 
(A) for (a, y) E U and q such that (S -j- a, qS + $?J E U, s E [O, a(U)], 
Fh a; a, 9) is a contraction on Bo,(tr),m , (B) for (a, v) E U, F(., 0; c, P) is 
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bounded on (7 : (s + U, ys + qs) E U, s e [0, a(U)]). Suppose further that there 
is a local existence theorem for Eq. (1.1) on 9. Then if x(a, 9) is a noncontinuable 
solution of (1.1) through (u, 9) on [o, b), f or each set U of the above form there 
exists a constant o E [cr, 6) such that (t, xt(o, q~)) $ Ufor t E [tv , 6). 
Remark. For retarded functional differential equations we have k(t) = 
f(t, +) and (A) is trivially satisfied. Iff maps closed bounded (in the A x CQ 
topology) subsets of Q into bounded sets then condition (is) is satisfied. 
III. CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE OF SOLUTIONS ON 
INITIAL CONDITIONS AND PARAMETERS 
We will now analyze the dependence of solutions of neutral equations upon 
“small changes” in the initial conditions and parameters. When we seek to 
represent a physical phenomenon by means of mathematical formulae we 
introduce errors by means of inaccurate measurements and neglect of certain 
factors. This means that the right hand side of the equation J” and the initial 
values are at best approximations. Therefore we require a well posed problem 
to have solutions which are continuous with respect to perturbations in f and 
the initial conditions. 
The problem under consideration is 
2(t) = f(t, xt , a$ , h) h E fl C B a Banach space with norm jj . jj. (3.1) 
Notice that so far in our discussions of neutral equations the restrictions 
on the function f have been extremely weak. Iff depends only on values of x 
and f on the interval [t - r, t - ~1 for some fixed E > 0 then the previous 
discussion is all trivial. Obviously, if we are to obtain continuous dependence 
of the solutions on the initial function v at time u we must say something 
about the dependence off on x and f over the whole interval [t - Y, t]. For 




) x(t - F)j 
x(t - Y> + 0 x ascalar 
(3.2) 
0 x(t - r) = 0 xg = rp. 
Existence and uniqueness of solutions is obvious. 
Let x1 be the solution with initial value ~(0) = E for 8 E E--r, O], E > 0. 
Let x2 be the solution with initial value q(S) = --E for 0 E L--Y, O]. We may 
easily solve (3.2) to obtain G(t) = 1 for t f [O, r) and P(t) = - 1 for t E [O, r). 
At the point t = r we have xl(r) = r + E and X”(Y) = -(r + e). No matter 
how small we make c the solutions do not remain close together even in the 
supremum norm. 
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In accordance with Eq. (2.1) detine 
Finding a solution to Eq. (3.1) on [G, g + a] through (0, v) is equivalent to 
finding a solution to y(t) = F(y, y; u, 93, A)(t), t E [0, a] such that y,, = 0. 
CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE THEOREM. Suppose that for any point 
(u, q~, h) E Q x A there exists a neighborhood N of (a, v, h), and constants 
(y. > 0, A > 0 such that (i) F(q, a; o’, cp’, h’) is a contraction on Bar,., with 
contraction constant independent of (77, d, p’, A’) E BU,A x N, and (ii) for 
Z/J e Bor,A F(., 4; a, ., .) is continuous on Bol,A x N with respect to the relative CO 
topology on Ba,A . If in addition, x(u, (p, h) is a solution to (3.1) through (0, y) 
which is continuable and unique on the interval [u, u + a) then there is a 
neighborhood !TI of (a, y, h) such that the solution operator at time t, X(t), 
defined by X(t)(u’, y’, X,) = x~+~(u’, v’, xl) is well de$ned and continuous for 
(t, u’, p’, A’) E [0, a] x !ift. 
Proof. First choose (a, y, A) E 8 x A. Select N, 01, A and ,6 (the uniform 
contraction constant) as in the hypotheses of the theorem. Define the operator 
Q as before. Using hypothesis (ii) we can choose a neighborhood Ni C N of 
(u, q, A) such that (u’, $, A’) E N1, 7 E B,,, implies 
This is possible since BE,A is a compact subset of Cs([-r, a], P). Using the 
technical lemma, choose 01’ > 0 so that Ij F(q, 0; a, p, h)lj$,W,l < A(1 - /3)/2. 
Let r = BE*,, . Then Q(r) = r and so for 7, b E r, (u’, PO’, A’) E N1 we have 
Condition (i) implies that F(q, *; CT’, v’, A’) is a contraction on r uniformly 
with respect to r] E Q(r) and (u’, $, A’) E Nr . The remaining conditions of 
fixed point Theorem 1.2B [see appendix] follow directly from the hypotheses 
of the continuous dependence theorem. Therefore for each (CT', p', A') E IV1 , 
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7 = F(Q(?), 7; u’, #, A’) has a solution in I’ and the solutions are continuous 
in (u’, v’, xl) at (a, p, A). From this we may conclude local continuous 
dependence. 
Now consider the curve S = {(t, x$(u, (p, A), A) ED >; A : t E [u, u]>. For 
each point p = (7, #, p) on this curve there exists an 01’(p) > 0 and a 
neighborhood iV( p) so that the preceding argument holds. Select a smaller 
neighborhood N’(p) of p such that N’(p) C N(p) and for any (o’, v’, A’) E N’(p) 
we have / G’ - 7 / < 01’(p)/2. The neighborhoods N’(p) forp E S cover S and 
since S is compact there exists a finite set of points {&, k = l,..., ti> SUCK 
that SC lJ~=, N’(pJ. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
p,, = (0, p, h) and p, = (u + a, x,+,(Q, q, A), A). The manner in which we 
selected N’(pJ implies that (U + a(pa), x,,+~(~J((T, y, A), A) $ N’(&) and so this 
point must be in one of the other iV’(p3))s. Since N’(pj) is open and 
~(a, 9, A) is continuous on [a, (I + c&Q] we can choose a new neighborhood 
N”(p,,) C Ar’(p,J such that for each (u’, F’, A’) in N”(p,), (Q’ + a@,), 
x,~+,(,~)(u’, y’, A’), A’) E N’(p,). Repeating this process, and noting that it 
must terminate in at most n steps, we obtain the result of the theorem. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the equation 
n(t) = k@(t - r)/[Le2(t - r) + 1-J +f(t, zct) x, = 'g r E(O,U), (3.4) 
where k is an arbitrary constant and f is continuous on R x Co. Note that 
the function g(x) = x3/[x2 + l] has derivative g(x) = (ti + 3x2)/(x2 -j- 1)s 
which is continuous on R and bounded in absolute value by 918. Thus 
] g(x)] < 9j8 j x ] for all x and so the problem is well defined on Will. Choose 
a E (0, r) and an c-neighborhood, N, , of (CT, v, Y), E E (0, r - a). Condition (i) 
of the continuous dependence theorem is trivially satisfied. Condition (ii) 
follows from the boundedness of g, the continuity off on R x CO and the 
fact that for fixed p and # 
lim 
s a T’-)T --a 1 $(t - Y’) + &(t - r’) - $(t - r) -z&t - r)i at T 0. 
For general f we must assume that the solution through ((T, y,) is unique. 
If this is the case then the continuous dependence theorem applies and the 
solutions to (3.4) are continuous with respect to (CF, 93, r). If we wish to discuss 
the continuity of solutions of (3.4) with respect to Y at the point Y = 0 then 
we must require that k be chosen so that 1 k 1 < S/9. If this is the case we may 
choose~=jk]sup,Ig(x)] <]k]99/8t o satisfy condition (i) of the theorem. 
EZUMPLE 2. In [l] Driver considers the continuous dependence problem 
for the equation 
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where f (r) andi are locally Lipschitzian in their second and third arguments, 
g satisfies the inequality t - Y < g(t) < t, h satisfies the inequality t - Y ,( 
h(t) < t and A exists and is continuous and positive. We wish to study 
continuous dependence of solutions of (3.5) with respect to the initial values 
(0, ‘p) and the parameter X = (g, h,f(1),f(2)). 
We will assume that 
X E A C B = C”(R, R) x CO(R, R) x C”(R2*+l, R”) x C”(R2*+l, RR”x~) 
with the usual supremum norm on each component and the usual cross 
product norm on B. We will also assume that there exists K* > 0 such that 
for (g, h,f(l),ft2)) A E we have h is continuously differentiable and 1 x(t)/ 2 K* 
for all t. Under these conditions the problem is well defined and the solution 
operator is continuous in (0, 91, A). The proof of the above assertion is quite 
simple. Condition (i) of the continuous dependence theorem is trivially 
satisfied because h(t) < t for all t in a given interval [a, b] and hence the 
same inequality holds for all h* sufficiently close to h in the Co norm. One 
can use the inequality 1 h*(t)1 > K*, the Lebesgue dominated convergence 
theorem and the triangle inequality to show hypothesis (ii) is satisfied. 
Finally the local Lipschitz conditions on f(r) and ff2) are sufficient to insure 
that the solution to the unperturbed Eq. (3.5) is unique. 
With a little extra effort it is possible to relax the condition on h such that 
t - r < h(t) < t and h E (Y(R, R) with the norm in C’(r) given by // h 11 = 
sup, I h(t)1 + supt I &>I- Th e only additional condition we need is a 
boundedness condition on f t2). We assume that for t E S = {T : h(r) = T> 
there exists a 6 > 0 such that j f@)(t, X, J$ < a < 1 for all x and y in the 
proper domain and for all t such that d(t, S) = infTEs [ t - 7 ( < 6. Under 
these conditions hypothesis (i) is satisfied and so the theorem applies. Condi- 
tion (i) is trivial once one realizes that for h(t) = t one must have h(t) = 1. 
Therefore given any sufficiently small positive number E it is possible to choose 
a 6’ E (0, 8) such that a&t’) < 1 - E f or all t’ such that d(t’, S) < 6’. This 
same inequality clearly holds for all A* sufficiently close to h in the G’(r) norm. 
Further generalizations of (3.5) are clearly possible. For example the 
dependence upon the derivative may be nonlinear as in the first example. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The main result of this paper is the continuous dependence theorem 
(Section III). In this theorem we seek to separate out the fundamental 
mathematical principles underlying the continuous dependence problem 
for a very general system of nonlinear neutral functional differential equations. 
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Pn applying this theorem there is still a large amount of work to be done. 
It must be shown that the particular problem is well defined in the chosen 
setting. Once this is done the operator F must be examined for continuity 
with respect to all its arguments and for the contraction condition in its 
second argument. Although these conditions are sometimes difficult to 
satisfy they are elementary when compared to the epsilon-deha maze that 
cannot be avoided in the direct approach (see Driver [I]). 
Perhaps even more important than the continuous dependence theorem is 
the method of proof. The introduction of the operator F induced by the 
function f lends a good deal of simplicity to the problem. The operator P 
also helps in gaining intuition for neutral functional differential equations. 
APPENDIX 
For completeness we include the following fixed point theorems. For 
proofs see [4]. 
THEOREM 1.1 B. Suppose r is a closed, bounded convex subset of a Banach 
space X, Q is an operatorfiom Tinto Y, a Banach space, and G : Q(I’) x I’+ 2’. 
Suppose further that (i) G(y, ) x is a contraction in x uniformly with respect o 
Y EQ(JI 69 G(Y, > x is continuous in y in the relative topology on Q(r) and 
(iii) Q is completely continuous. Under these conditions x = G(Q(x), x) has a 
solution in IT 
THEOREM 1.2B. Suppose X, Y and Z are Banach spaces, P is a closed, 
bounded convex subset of X, A is a subset of Z and h, E A is fixed. Suppose that Q 
is an operator from I’into Y and (i) G(Q(F), r, A) C I’, (ii) G(y, x, A) is a 
contraction in x uniformly with respect to y EQ(I’) and h E A, (iii) Q is 
completely continuous, (iv) G(y, x, X) is continuous in (y, X) at each point 
(y, x, A) eQ(r) x r x A, and (v) x = G(Q(x), x, h,,) has a unique solutioion 
in F’. Under these conditions x = G(Q(x), x, A) hs a solution fM- each h E A 
and these solutions are continuous in h at h, . 
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